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We calculate the total cross section for single charged slepton production in association with a top quark
at hadron colliders in the baryon-triality (B3) supersymmetric model. We compute event rates for the
Fermilab Tevatron and CERN LHC. We study the signatures for different supersymmetric scenarios
including neutralino and stau lightest supersymmetric particles. We perform a detailed analysis with basic
cuts for the B3 operator 
0
231 using Monte Carlo simulations to show that the signal can be distinguished
from the background at the LHC. In particular, we employ the resulting lepton charge asymmetry.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Supersymmetry (SUSY) [1] is a widely considered ex-
tension of the standard model (SM) of particle physics [2].
If it exists, it is necessarily broken, with a mass scale of
order of the TeV energy scale [3]. This energy region is
probed at both the Fermilab Tevatron and CERN LHC; the
search for SUSY is therefore of paramount interest [4,5]. It
is the purpose of this paper to consider a specific super-
symmetric production mechanism and investigate its via-
bility at the Tevatron and LHC.
The general renormalizable superpotential with minimal
particle content [6] includes the following lepton or baryon
number violating interactions,
W 6P6 ¼ ab½12ijkLai Lbj Ek þ 0ijkLai Qbxj Dkx þ abiLai Hb2
þ 12xyz00ijk Uxi Dyj Dzk; (1.1)
where we have employed the standard notation of Ref. [7]
for the superfields, couplings, and indices. If all terms are
simultaneously present, they lead to rapid proton decay [8].
Therefore SUSY must be augmented by an additional
symmetry. The discrete anomaly-free gauge symmetries
R-parity [9] and proton hexality, P6 [10], forbid all of the
above terms. However, R-parity does not forbid the danger-
ous dimension-five proton decay operators [6].
An equally well-motivated solution to the proton decay
problem is baryon triality, B3, a discrete anomaly-free Z3
symmetry, which prohibits the U D D operator in Eq. (1.1)
[11–13]. This solution has an additional feature; it natu-
rally leads to small neutrino masses [14–20], as experi-
mentally observed [21]. Furthermore, B3 supersymmetric
models, which include also a candidate for dark matter,
have been, for example, constructed in Refs. [22].
The baryon-triality collider phenomenology has three
main distinguishing features, compared to the P6 case
[7,23]:
(1) The lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is not
stable and can decay in the detector. It also need not
be the lightest neutralino.
(2) SUSY particles are also produced singly, possibly
on resonance.
(3) Lepton flavor and number are violated.
These lead to dramatically different signatures at had-
ron colliders [23–26] compared to the more widely studied
P6 case.
In the following, we focus solely on the signatures due to
a nonvanishing LiQj Dk operator. At hadron colliders this
allows resonant single slepton and sneutrino production via
incoming quarks,
u j þ dk!
0
ijk ~‘i ; (1.2)




Here, uj and dk denote up- and down-type quarks of gen-
erations j and k, respectively; a bar denotes an antiquark;
~‘i and ~i denote negatively charged sleptons and sneutri-
nos of generation i, respectively.
The tree-level processes, Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3), were first
considered in Refs. [27,28]. Like-sign dilepton events or
three lepton final states were considered in Refs. [29–31].
These papers assume a neutralino LSP, which can decay
leptonically via 0ijk, e.g. ~
0
1 ! ‘þi ujdk. The case of a
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has also been studied by the D0 Collaboration at the
Tevatron [33,34], for the operator L2Q1 D1 and a neutralino
LSP, setting limits on the relevant masses and couplings. In
Refs. [35–38] the next-to-leading order (NLO) corrections
in QCD were considered, and in Ref. [37] the SUSY-QCD
corrections were taken into account. Gluon fusion contri-
butions were included in Ref. [38].
The case j ¼ 3 in Eq. (1.2) is special, as there are no top
quarks in the incoming proton. Instead, one must consider
the production of a single slepton in association with a SM
particle. Several mechanisms for associated single super-
symmetry production, e.g. dj dk ! ~þ1 ‘i , have been stud-
ied in the literature; see, for example, Refs. [31,39–42]. In
the following, we investigate in detail the case of the
operator LiQ3 Dk. Here, single charged slepton production
is only possible in association with a top quark. Before
studying the phenomenological details, we first recall the
strongest experimental bounds on the couplings 0i3k at the
2 level. They are shown in Table I [7,23,43–45]. We
neglect bounds which assume a specific (standard model)
quark mixing between the three generations [46] or bounds
using the renormalization group running of 0i3k [18,45,47].
At leading order there are two production mechanisms
for slepton production in association with a top quark. The
first mechanism includes the Compton-like processes
gþ dk ! ~‘i þ t; (1.4a)
gþ dk ! ~‘þi þ t: (1.4b)
The relevant leading-order diagrams are given in Fig. 1.
Here, g denotes an incoming gluon in the proton and t a
final-state top quark.
The second slepton production mechanism is tt pair
production followed by the t or t decaying into ~‘þi or ~‘i ,
respectively. The main production mechanisms for tt pro-
duction, at Oð2sÞ, are
qþ q! tþ t
gþ g! tþ t

; t! ~‘þi þ dk (1.5)
where q ( q) is a(n) (anti)quark. This is only kinematically
allowed if
mt > m~‘i þmdk: (1.6)
Since, as we shall see, the branching fraction for the B3 top
quark decay is small, we only consider one B3 decay, for
either the top or the antitop quark.
In Ref. [39], single slepton production was considered
for the specific case of 0333  0. This process is, however,
disfavored due to the strict bound on the relevant coupling
from neutrino masses, cf. Table I [48]. Thus the work was
extended to the couplings 0331 and 
0
332 [49]. We go
beyond this work to include a signal over background
analysis. We also present the analytic formula for the cross
section, Eq. (2.3), for the first time, and analyze the re-
sulting signatures. We give a detailed phenomenological
analysis for the special case 0231 which can be generalized
to 0131.
In Ref. [50], top quark pair production and subsequent
top decay via 0i3k were considered. Off-shell top quark
effects were also taken into account. A signal over back-
ground analysis was performed for two scenarios. The first
scenario assumed maximal stop-scharm mixing. It was
pointed out that associated slepton production with slepton
masses 150 GeVand 200 GeV can be measured, depending
on the magnitude of 0i3k. The second scenario assumed
no flavor violation in the squark sector. Reference [50]
claimed that in this regime sleptons with mass of
200 GeV cannot be measured. We go beyond the work
of [50]. We show that it is possible to detect associated
slepton production even for slepton masses larger than
300 GeV, if 0231 or 
0
131 is of Oð0:1Þ. We will achieve
this with the help of the Compton-like process (1.4).
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we
calculate the cross section for the production of a charged
slepton in association with a top quark, at leading order. In
Sec. III we systematically present the possible resulting
TABLE I. Upper 2 bounds on 0i3k. The strong bounds on 
0
i33 stem from neutrino massesm,
assuming m < 1 eV and left-right mixing in the sbottom sector. The limits depend on the
squark masses; m~qLðRÞ is the mass of the left- (right-) handed squark ~qLðRÞ.
0131 0:019 ðm~tL=100 GeVÞ 0132 0:28 ðm~tL=100 GeVÞ
0231 0:18 ðm~bL=100 GeVÞ 0232 0:45 ðm~sR ¼ 100 GeVÞ
0331 0:45 ðm~q ¼ 100 GeVÞ 0332 0:45 ðm~q ¼ 100 GeVÞ
0i33 Oð104Þ
FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams contributing to the partonic process
gþ dk ! tþ ~‘i .
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signatures at the LHC. In Sec. IV we discuss in detail a case
study for the operator 0231L2Q3 D1. We study the dominant
tt and W backgrounds. Using the HERWIG Monte Carlo
program [51–53], we devise a set of cuts in order to dis-
tinguish the two. We do not include a simulation of the
detector. Our conclusions are presented in Sec. V.
II. SINGLE SLEPTON PRODUCTION VIA LiQ3 Dk
A. Partonic cross sections
The spin and color averaged matrix element squared for
the Compton-like process Eq. (1.4) is given at leading
order by


















where s is the QCD coupling constant, CF ¼ 4=3 is the
quadratic Casimir of SUð3Þc,m~‘i is the mass of the slepton,
and L‘i1 is the relevant matrix element of the left-right
slepton mixing matrix. The explicit form as a function of
the mixing angle is given, for example, in Ref. [53]. In
accordance with the parton model, we have neglected the
mass of dk. We have made use of the partonic Mandelstam
variables
s^ ¼ ðdk þ gÞ2 ¼ ðtþ ~‘iÞ2; (2.2a)
t^ ¼ ðdk  ~‘iÞ2 ¼ ðg tÞ2; (2.2b)
where we denote the particle four-momenta by the particle
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	 ¼ m2t  t^; (2.4)
t^ ¼ m2~‘i  12½s^þm2~‘i m2t  1=2ðs^; m2~‘i; m2t Þ; (2.5)
with the phase-space function given by ðx; y; zÞ ¼ x2 þ
y2 þ z2  2xy 2xz 2yz.
The tree-level partonic matrix element squared for top
quark pair production is given, for example, in Ref. [54].
We shall only consider on-shell top quark pair produc-
tion. The slepton then arises through the decay of a real
top quark. In order to obtain the signal rate, we thus also
require the partial decay width of the top quark, via the














1=2ðm2t ; m2dk ; m2~‘iÞ:
(2.6)
See also Refs. [39,46,53,55,56]. We obtain a branch-
ing ratio of 8:2 104 for the R-parity violating top de-
cay (2.6) with 0i3k ¼ 0:1, mt ¼ 175 GeV, top width t ¼
1:5 GeV and m~‘i ¼ 150 GeV. We neglect the mass of dk
and set L‘i1 ¼ 1.
B. Total hadronic cross section
In Fig. 2 (Fig. 3), we show the hadron level cross section
at the Tevatron (LHC) for single slepton production in as-
sociation with a top quark, as a function of the slepton mass
including both production mechanisms. We set 0i3k ¼ 0:1
and assume it is the only nonvanishing B3 coupling. We
vary the index k and the charge of the final-state slepton,
which correspond to different parton density functions
(PDFs). Here we use the CTEQ6L1 PDFs [57], corre-
sponding to LO5 ¼ 165 MeV at the one-loop level of the
strong coupling sð
RÞ using sðMzÞ ¼ 0:130. We use
the same running s to calculate the cross section (2.3).
The renormalization, 
R, and factorization, 
F, scales
are taken to be equal, 
R ¼ 
F ¼ m, where m  2mt
[  m~‘i þmt] in the case of slepton production via a
tt pair (1.5) [via the Compton-like process (1.4)]. Fur-
thermore, we set the left-right slepton mixing matrix ele-
ment L‘i1 equal to 1. Results for other values of 
0
i3k and
mixing matrix elements L‘i1 are easily obtained by rescal-
ing according to Eqs. (2.3) and (2.6). The top mass is taken
to be 175 GeVand the total (SM) top quark decay width to
be 1.5 GeV. We take md3 ¼ mb ¼ 4:5 GeV, if we have a
b quark in the final state and neglect the masses of the d
and s quarks.
In both figures, we see a kink in the cross section when
m~‘i ¼ mt mdk . For smaller slepton masses the top quark
pair production mechanism dominates; for larger masses
the Compton-like processes dominate, since the slepton
can no longer be produced on shell in top decay.
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For comparative discussions later, Fig. 4 (Fig. 5) shows
the NLO hadronic cross section for resonant sneutrino
production, cf. Eq. (1.3), at the Tevatron (LHC) via 0i3k ¼
0:1, including NLO-QCD corrections [58]. We employ the
MS renormalization scheme and the (NLO) CTEQ6M
PDFs [57], corresponding to MS5 ¼ 226 MeV at the
two-loop level of sð
RÞ with sðMzÞ ¼ 0:118. The re-
normalization and factorization scales are taken to be the
sneutrino mass, 
R ¼ 
F ¼ m~i .
In Fig. 2, we see that at the Tevatron, even for small
slepton masses, m~‘i ¼ 100 GeV, we expect only 25 (25)
charged slepton events with negative (positive) charge, i.e.
~‘i (~‘þi ), for an integrated luminosity of 1 fb1 and the
(relatively large) coupling 0i31 ¼ 0:1. The cross section
is dominated by the tt pair production (1.5). Only 10% of
the above sleptons at the Tevatron are produced by the
Compton-like process (1.4). At the Tevatron, the cross sec-
tion is symmetric in the slepton charge due to the charge
symmetry of the incoming state.
As we can see in Fig. 3, we have a significantly larger
hadronic cross section at the LHC for a given slepton mass.
In particular, for m~‘i ¼ 100 GeV and 0i31 ¼ 0:1 the LHC
will produce more than 31 000 (26 000) sleptons ~‘i (~‘þi )
for an integrated luminosity of 10 fb1. Of these sleptons,
27% (11%) are produced via the Compton-like process.
For the same coupling and for m~i ¼ 100 GeV, we will
produce approximately 14 000 sneutrinos at the Tevatron
(Fig. 4) for 1 fb1 and 3 800 000 at the LHC (Fig. 5) for
10 fb1, via the partonic process, Eq. (1.3). Thus, depend-
ing on the decays, we might expect this to be the discovery
mode, for equal supersymmetric masses. Here we focus
on the potential of the charged slepton production cross
section.
For heavier charged sleptons, m~‘i ¼ 800 GeV, we ex-
pect no events at the Tevatron and more than 110 (25) ~‘i
(~‘þi ) events at the LHC with 10 fb1. Above the threshold
of m~‘i ¼ mt mdk , practically all slepton events are
produced via the Compton-like process, since the other
process only proceeds via off-shell top quarks. The cross
section is so small because the parton luminosity is too
small at the required high values of the proton/antiproton
fractional momenta, x * 0:1. This situation changes at the
LHC, where we probe significantly smaller values, x <
0:1, for the same slepton mass. Furthermore, the Tevatron
will produce no sneutrinos, for 0i31 ¼ 0:1, and m~i ¼
800 GeV. For the same set of B3 parameters, the LHC




FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but for the LHC. The cross section for
~‘þi t production via 0i32 (0i33) is equal to the cross section for ~‘

i t





FIG. 2. Single charged slepton production in association with a
top quark at the Tevatron. The cross sections for ~‘þi t production
are equal to the cross sections for ~‘i t production.
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At the LHC, there is an asymmetry between the hadronic
cross sections for ~‘i and ~‘þi production via the LiQ3 D1
operator (k ¼ 1!). This is perhaps not surprising, as the
initial state is asymmetric under charge reversal. In the case
of the Compton-like process (1.4), the asymmetry is due to
the negatively charged slepton being produced by an in-
coming valence d quark, while the positively charged
slepton is produced by a d sea quark. The latter has a lower
luminosity in the proton. In Sec. IV we will use this asym-
metry to separate the B3 process from the SM background.
In order to estimate the influence of higher order cor-
rections on the production cross section, we vary the
renormalization and factorization scales independently be-
tween m=2 and 2m. At the Tevatron, Fig. 6, the hadronic
cross section for ~‘i t production via 0i31 changes by up to
40%. At the LHC, Fig. 7, the scale uncertainties are
reduced to approximately 25%. In the domain where
m~‘i < mt mdk , we have a stronger dependence on the
renormalization scale compared to m~‘i > mt mdk ,
because tt production is Oð2sð
rÞÞ. According to
Refs. [59,60], NLO-QCD corrections, including a next-
to-leading log resummation, increase the tt production
cross section by approximately 40% (80%) at the
Tevatron (LHC).
Because of the large scale uncertainties, a NLO calcu-
lation is called for. In the case of nonvanishing 0i33, the
Compton-like process (1.4a) is similar to associated
charged Higgs production [39] via the partonic process
gþ b! H þ t; (2.7)
with the replacement ~‘i ! H. This process has first been
calculated at NLO in QCD in Refs. [61,62]. It was shown
that the NLO contributions enhance the total hadronic
cross section between 30% and 80%. It was also shown
that the perturbative behavior is well under control and that
the higher order contributions reduce the scale uncertain-
ties significantly. However, for 0i31ð2Þ, the correspondence
to the Higgs production process (2.7) at the hadron level
no longer holds due to the light quark, i.e. the d quark
(s quark), instead of the heavy b quark in the initial state.
The parton-level calculation for different couplings 0i3k is
the same. We conclude that, particularly for the case of
nonvanishing 0i31, where the lepton charge asymmetry can
be observed at the LHC, a NLO calculation has to be done.




FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4, but for the LHC. The cross section for
~i production via 0i32 (
0
i33) is equal to the cross section for ~i





FIG. 4. Single sneutrino production cross section at the
Tevatron. The cross sections for ~i production are equal to the
cross sections for ~i production.
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The hadronic cross section for single stau, ~, produc-
tion via a nonvanishing 0333 coupling was also considered
by Borzumati et al. [39]. There, the 2! 2 processes,
Eqs. (1.4), were included, together with the (tree-level)




! tþ bþ ~; (2.8)
which are shown, for m~ < mt mb, to be equivalent to
the 2! 2 processes, Eqs. (1.5). The b and ~ are produced
via a virtual top. They employed the CTEQ4L [63] PDFs,
and all matrix elements were multiplied by the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) factor Vtb. We have calcu-
lated the hadronic cross sections using the same PDFs and
the same parameter set [64]. We agree exactly, where
single slepton production is dominated by the tt process,
i.e. for m~ < mt mb. For m~ > mt mb, we underesti-
mate the total cross section at the Tevatron by 20% for
m~ ¼ 300 GeV and by a factor of roughly 2 for m~ ¼
200 GeV, compared to Ref. [39]. In this region the above
2! 3 processes, where the slepton is produced by a quark-
antiquark pair, can give the main contribution compared to
the gb! ~t partonic process, where a gluon and/or sea
quark is needed with a large Bjorken x. However, in this
region where there are large discrepancies, practically no
sleptons are produced at the Tevatron. Our prediction for
the LHC differs by þ30% for m~ > mt mb.
Borzumati et al. extended their analysis to the 0332 and
0331 couplings [65]. They presented the results for the 2!
2 process (1.4) and the 2! 3 process (2.8) separately. For
m~ < mt mdk , we agree exactly at the Tevatron as well as
at the LHC. For m~ > mt mdk , our predictions coincide
exactly with their cross section predictions for the 2! 2
process. Furthermore, it is shown in [65] that for m~ >
mt mdk , the 2! 3 contributions are small or even neg-
ligible. At the Tevatron, the 2! 3 process contributes
roughly 35% (5%) to the total hadronic cross section for
0332  0 (0331  0). At the LHC these contributions are
25% (5%). The reason is that the cross sections induced by
the 2! 3 process have similar sizes for any value of k. But
the 2! 2 process for 0332  0 (0331  0) is enhanced by a
factor of 5 ( * 10) due to an s quark (valence d quark) in
the initial state.
We conclude that our LO approximation is valid in the
phenomenologically relevant region, where one is able to
produce a single slepton in association with a top quark.
We have not included the 2! 3 processes as they are for-
mally higher order. Furthermore, the essential ingredient in
our phenomenological analysis below is the lepton charge
asymmetry due to a nonvanishing 0i31 coupling. The 2! 3
processes do not contribute, as their initial states are charge
symmetric and their contributions to the hadronic cross
section are only 5%.
( )
FIG. 6. Factorization scale 
F ¼ f m and renormalization
scale 
R ¼ r m dependence of the hadronic ~‘i t produc-
tion cross section via 0i31 at the Tevatron. 
F and 
R are
independently taken equal to 2 and 0.5 times m, where m 
2mt [  m~‘i þmt] in the case of slepton production via a tt
pair, Eq. (1.5) [via the Compton-like process Eq. (1.4)].
( )
FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but for the LHC.
TABLE II. Hadronic cross section predictions for ~‘i t (~‘þi t)
production via 0i31 ¼ 0:1 at the Tevatron (
ﬃﬃﬃ
S




p ¼ 14 GeV). Results are presented for the
CTEQ6L1 [57] PDF parametrization.
Tevatron LHC
m~‘i ¼ 100 GeV 25.5 fb 3180 (2620) fb
m~‘i ¼ 250 GeV 2:10 101 fb 259 (80.0) fb
m~‘i ¼ 800 GeV 2:86 105 fb 11.6 (2.54) fb
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We end this section by presenting in Table II selected
cross section predictions for slepton production withm~‘i ¼
100 GeV, m~‘i ¼ 250 GeV, and m~‘i ¼ 800 GeV at the
Tevatron and the LHC via 0i31 ¼ 0:1.
III. POSSIBLE LHC SIGNATURES
Apart from the B3 process, the sleptons and sneutrinos
can decay through gauge interactions. Neglecting mixing



















The branching ratios depend on the masses of the spar-
ticles, the admixtures of the gauginos, and on the size of the
0i3k coupling. We shall first assume that the lightest neu-















Here the branching ratios depend mainly on the admixture
of the lightest neutralino. The heavier neutralinos ~02;3;4 and
the charginos ~þ1;2 dominantly decay into lighter gauginos
via gauge interactions, as in the P6 minimal supersymmet-
ric standard model. We have neglected the decay ~01 ! 
[66], which is suppressed except for very light neutralino
masses [67].
In SUSY scenarios, where the slepton (sneutrino) mass
is of the order of a few hundred GeV, the slepton (sneu-
trino) will decay dominantly into the lightest neutralino
and a lepton (neutrino). However, significant chargino de-
cay modes are also possible, if they are kinematically ac-
cessible. Furthermore, decay chains involving a top quark
in the final state are either phase-space suppressed or
kinematically forbidden, unless the slepton is very heavy.
This affects the neutralino decays (3.2) involving charged
leptons. Therefore, the dominant hadron collider signa-
tures of single slepton production in association with a
top quark are
gdk ! ~‘i t! ‘i ~01t!

‘i ð i bdkÞ½bWþ
‘i ðib dkÞ½bWþ:
(3.3)
In parentheses are the neutralino LSP decay products (3.2);
the particles in brackets arise from the top quark decay. As
mentioned before, for k ¼ 1 there is an asymmetry be-
tween the number of positively and negatively charged
leptons ‘i at the LHC.
The dominant signatures for a resonantly produced
single sneutrino are







Again the neutralino decay products are in parentheses. Al-
though the sneutrino production cross section at the LHC
(Fig. 5) is up to 2 orders of magnitude larger than the
slepton plus top quark cross section (Fig. 3), the event sig-
nature (3.4) is much harder to extract above the SM back-
ground. It involves only two jets and possibly some miss-
ing transverse energy. It therefore suffers from a large
QCD background. However, if the sneutrino decays into
charginos and heavier neutralinos are possible (3.1), we
can have (additional) charged leptons in the final state.
We now consider SUSY scenarios, where the scalar tau
(stau) is the LSP instead of the lightest neutralino
[18,26,68]. In this scenario the lightest neutralino domi-
nantly decays into a tau and the stau LSP, ~01 ! ~1 . For
i ¼ 1, 2, the stau will dominantly decay into a tau and a
virtual neutralino, leading to a four-body decay of the stau
LSP [26]. The signatures for a stau LSP are
gdk ! ~‘i t!

‘i ð i bdkÞ½bWþ
‘i ðib dkÞ½bWþ:
(3.5)
The particles in parentheses are now the stau LSP decay
products and the particles in brackets are from the top
quark decay. The difference between the final states in
Eqs. (3.3) and (3.5) is that, for a stau LSP, the event is
accompanied by an additional pair of taus compared to
scenarios with a neutralino LSP. We find the same behavior
for the sneutrino decay chains. It is therefore easier to
distinguish the signal from the background in stau LSP
scenarios as long as one is able to reconstruct the tau pair in
the final state.
Note that for i ¼ 3 the two-body stau decay is kinemati-
cally suppressed, or forbidden, due to the large top quark
mass. The stau LSP will, in this case, decay via a virtual top
quark. Furthermore, we can produce heavy staus, ~2, as
well as light staus, ~1, due to left-right mixing in the stau
sector. In this case the signatures are








gdk ! ~1 t! ð bdkWÞ½bWþ: (3.7)
The particles in parentheses are the stau LSP decay prod-
ucts and those in brackets are from the top quark decay. We
see in Eq. (3.6) that one of the ~2 decay chains involves
like-sign tau events. This can help to distinguish signal
from background, although poor tau identification could
limit this possibility.
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IV. NUMERICAL STUDY FOR 0231  0
AND A ~01 LSP
A. The scenario and basic cuts
We now perform an explicit numerical study of single
associated slepton production. We focus on the more dif-
ficult case of a neutralino LSP and restrict ourselves to
0231  0, as the dominant B3 coupling. We assume that
similar results can be obtained for 0131  0. A central
analysis criterion will be the lepton charge asymmetry of
the final state.
According to Eq. (3.3), the final-state signature to exam-
ine is
~‘L þ t! ‘ þ ðbþ dþ Þ þ ½bþW; (4.1)
with the W decaying hadronically. We thus have one
charged lepton, some missing pT , and five jets, where two
are b-quark jets. In our specific scenario, the charged lep-
ton is a muon.
The main background for this process is ttþ j produc-
tion (which has recently been calculated at NLO [69])
followed by the semileptonic decay of one of the top
quarks. The second background we examine is b bþ
W þ jets production followed by the leptonic decay of
the W boson.
For our simulation, we assume an SPS1a0 similar sce-
nario [70]. We take the SPS1a0 spectrum and couplings and
add one B3 coupling, 
0
231. The relevant SPS1a
0 masses are
m~‘L ¼ 190 GeV; m~
 ¼ 173 GeV; (4.2a)
m~0
1
¼ 98 GeV; m~0
2
¼ 184 GeV; (4.2b)
m~
1
¼ 183 GeV: (4.2c)
All the charged slepton decays of Eq. (3.1) are therefore
kinematically possible. The corresponding branching ra-
tios are given in Table III for various couplings 0231. Note
that kinematically the sneutrino can only decay via the
neutralino or via the 0231 coupling. The potential signature
would then be two jets possibly with some missing energy;
cf. Eq. (3.4).
For the simulation of the single slepton plus top quark
signal, we have written our own Monte Carlo program
using the Les Houches accord [71] and linked this to
HERWIG6.5 [51,52,72]. The averaging of the color flow in
the s- and t-channel single slepton production diagrams
is implemented by the method developed in Ref. [73].
The supersymmetric particle spectra are produced with
SOFTSUSY [74]. The tt background is simulated using the
MC@NLO program [75,76]. The b bþW þ jets back-
ground is simulated by using MADEVENT [77] to generate
a sample of b bþW þ 2 jet events which are then show-
ered and hadronized using HERWIG6.5. We use the CTEQ61
parton distribution functions [57]. The top quark mass is
set to mt ¼ 175 GeV.
Since our signature is very similar to the final state and
distributions of ttþ j production followed by the semi-
leptonic decay, we use the standard set of CMS cuts for tt
production followed by the semileptonic decay, given in
Ref. [78], and require an additional jet. This set of cuts
leaves the large semileptonic ttþ j production, for which
the cuts are designed, and fewer b bþW þ jets events as
backgrounds for the signal process. The precise cuts are
summarized below.
The main difference between the semileptonically de-
caying top pair and our signal is the pT distribution of the
lepton stemming from the slepton compared to the one
from the W from one of the top decays. We therefore
TABLE III. Relevant branching ratios for SPS1a0 for different couplings 0231.
0231 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
Brð ~
 ! tþ dÞ 0.0% 2.2% 8.4% 17.1% 26.8%
Brð ~
 ! 
 þ ~01Þ 90.9% 88.9% 83.3% 75.4% 66.5%
Brð ~
 ! 
 þ ~02Þ 3.2% 3.1% 2.9% 2.6% 2.3%
Brð ~
 ! 






 0  50  100  150  200  250
(GeV)
FIG. 8. Relative pT distribution of the final-state signal ‘
 at
the LHC for SPS1a0, employing only the isolation cut on the
lepton.
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compare in Figs. 8 and 9 the pT distributions of the leptons
arising from the signal and the ttþ j background pro-
cesses, respectively. We see that the pT of the signal
leptons has a peak around 50 GeV. This peak corresponds
to the mass difference between the slepton and the neutra-
lino with the energy carried away by the lepton having
been subtracted. The background lepton distribution peaks
at 25 GeV and then falls more steeply than the signal
distribution for increasing pT . We thus harden the CMS
semileptonic tt cut for the isolated observed lepton from
pT 	 20 GeV to pT 	 35 GeV.
In addition to the charged lepton in the final state, we
require two tagged b jets, as well as two further jets. Thus,
the employed cuts are as follows:
(i) One isolated lepton with pseudorapidity < 2:4,
pT > 35 GeV. The isolation cut requires less than
2 GeV of transverse energy in a cone of radius 0.4
around the lepton direction.
(ii) Two isolated b jets and two non-b jets, with pseu-
dorapidity < 2:4, pT > 30 GeV.
The jets are defined using PXCONE [79] which uses the
midpoint between two particles as a seed in addition to the
particles themselves to improve the infrared behavior of
the algorithm. A cone radius of 0.5 was used to define the
jets. For the bottom and charm quarks produced in the
perturbative stage of the event, the nearest jet in ð;Þ
is considered to have been produced by that quark if the
distance in ð;Þwas less than 0.2. We employ a b-tagging
probability of 0.6 and the probability for mistagging a
c quark or light quark as a b quark of 0.05 and 0.02,
respectively.
For the signal, we simulated 105 events. Employing all
cuts, including pTð‘Þ 	 35 GeV, we have 5 103 sur-
viving ‘ events and 1:7 103 surviving ‘þ events. For
the b bþW þ jets background we simulated 106 events
for both W and Wþ production. After all cuts we are left
with 2:9 104 ‘ and 3:0 104 ‘þ events, respectively.
There were 107 ttþ j events simulated resulting in 1:35
105 events for ‘ production and 1:36 105 events for ‘þ
production. This is summarized in Table IV.
For the simulated signal, we set 0231 ¼ 0:053. In the
following, we will estimate the signal for other values of
0231 by taking into account the 02231 dependence of the
cross section. We also employ the 0231 dependence of the
~
 ! 
 þ ~01 branching ratio.
B. Lepton charge asymmetry
In order to distinguish the signal from the background at
the LHC after these cuts, we propose as the decisive
observable the lepton charge asymmetry
A ‘  N‘þ  N‘N‘þ þ N‘ : (4.3)
Here N‘þ and N‘ are the number of events with a posi-
tively or negatively charged lepton, respectively. In Fig. 3,
we can see the separate signal cross sections for ‘þ and ‘
production at the LHC. For m~‘L > mt md, the ‘ cross
section is significantly larger. This is due to the fact that the
d-quark PDF luminosity is significantly larger than that of
the d quark for x * 102.
We would expect the lepton charge asymmetry to be
zero for the ttþ j background, as we have an equal num-





 0  50  100  150  200  250
(GeV)
FIG. 9. Relative pT distribution of the final-state ‘
 from ttþ
j background at the LHC, employing only the isolation cut on
the lepton.
TABLE IV. Results of simulating SPS1a0 with cuts given in the text. The number of leptons
and the expected event rates are after cuts.
Simulated ‘ events after cuts ‘þ events after cuts Events=pb1
Signal 99 900 5042 1664 0.0108
W þ b bþ jets bg 994 000 28 600 0 0.0431
Wþ þ b bþ jets bg 993 500 0 29 700 0.0625
ttþ 1j bg 9 990 500 135 330 136 360 22.00
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process b bþW þ jets, we expect a positive asymmetry,
since the (valence) u-quark luminosity is significantly
larger than the (valence) d-quark luminosity in the pro-
ton. For the signal, as we have seen, we expect a negative
asymmetry.
However, in general, inclusive tt production has a charge
asymmetry in the final state at the LHC. It has been shown
to be in the range [ 0:025%; 0], if the detector has a
symmetric acceptance in the rapidity range ½y0; y0. For
y0 ! 1ð0Þ the asymmetry goes to 0 ð0:025%Þ [80–82].
This stems from the asymmetry in q q-induced tt produc-
tion, which in turn is due to the interference of C-odd and
C-even modes, where C is the charge conjugation operator.
In the following, we will neglect this small asymmetry
because the statistical fluctuations lead to an even larger
asymmetry. The number of ‘ events in Table IV for
the ttþ j background are consistent with a lepton charge
asymmetry of zero within two sigma.
In Fig. 10, we show the significance, , of the signal for
the SPS1a0 spectrum as a function of 0231, where
  ðASM  ASMþSÞ
ASM
: (4.4)
Here ASM is the SM lepton charge asymmetry. ASMþS is the
asymmetry for the signal and the SM background com-
bined. ASM is the error of the SM asymmetry prediction
assuming purely statistical errors for the number of posi-









. The significance is shown
for integrated luminosities at the LHC of 30 fb1 (lower
curves), 100 fb1, 300 fb1, and 1000 fb1, respectively.
We vary the cross section by20% ( gray region) to show
possible effects due to higher order corrections for the
signal (cf. Fig. 7).
In Fig. 10, we see that for 30 fb1 we can probe cou-
plings down to about 0.3 for the SPS1a0 spectrum. In the
SPS1a0 spectrum the squark mass is 544 GeV, and thus the
experimental bound is 0231 < 1:0; cf. Table I. For 300 fb1
we can probe couplings down to about 0.15. In the extreme
case of 1000 fb1, this improves to about 0231 ¼ 0:1.
We have repeated the above analysis for the parameter
set SPS1b [83]. Here we have the following masses:
m ~
L ¼ 342 GeV; m~
 ¼ 333 GeV; (4.5a)
m~0
1
¼ 163 GeV; m~0
2
¼ 306 GeV; (4.5b)
m~
1
¼ 306 GeV: (4.5c)
We show the branching ratios for different 0231 in Table V.
We see that the B3 decay into a d quark and a top quark is
the dominant decay for large 0231, i.e. 
0
231 > 0:19. One
might thus consider an analysis based on this decay mode.
However, the signature is ttþ j, which has a very large
background. We thus continue to consider the neutralino
decay mode. The significance will then approach a con-
stant value for a constant luminosity and large 0231, be-
cause the cross section and the B3 decay both scale with
02231. Furthermore, the slepton mass is now significantly
larger, but so is the lightest neutralino mass. The mass
difference, however, has grown, leading to significantly
higher charged lepton pT’s compared to SPS1a
0; cf. Fig. 8.
We thus impose the stricter cut on the lepton transverse
momentum,
pTð‘Þ 	 70 GeV: (4.6)
The results are shown in Fig. 11. In this case, for the
relatively low integrated luminosity of 30 fb1, we have no
chance of observing the signal via the lepton asymmetry;
the neutralino branching fraction is too small to have
enough events. In fact, it is only for the extremely high
integrated luminosity of 1000 fb1 that we have a signifi-
cant sensitivity range, down to about 0231 ¼ 0:2.
FIG. 10. Significance at the LHC as a function of 0231 for
SPS1a0 with lepton pT 	 35 GeV. We show the significance for
an integrated luminosity of 30 fb1 (lower curve), 100 fb1,
300 fb1, and 1000 fb1, respectively. Furthermore, we varied
the signal cross section by 20% ( gray region).
TABLE V. Relevant branching ratios for SPS1b for different couplings 0231.
0231 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
Brð ~
 ! tþ dÞ 0.0% 22.0% 53.0% 71.8% 81.9%
Brð ~
 ! 
 þ ~01Þ 60.9% 47.5% 28.6% 17.2% 11.0%
Brð ~
 ! 
 þ ~02Þ 13.8% 10.8% 6.5% 3.9% 2.5%
Brð ~
 ! 
 þ ~1 Þ 25.3% 19.7% 11.9% 7.1% 4.6%
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In order to see what can be probed at the LHC, we have
chosen as a third example a mass spectrum which opti-
mizes our signal. For this, we considered a modified SPS1b




¼ 80 GeV; (4.7)
in order to obtain a larger mass difference between the
smuon and the lightest neutralino. We can then harden the
pT cut to
pTð‘Þ 	 120 GeV: (4.8)
This leads to a better signal-to-background ratio compared





¼ m~1 ¼ 450 GeV: (4.9)
This increases the ~
 ! 
 þ ~01 branching ratio com-
pared to SPS1b, because decays into heavier neutralinos
and into charginos are now kinematically forbidden. We
show the relevant branching ratios for different 0231 in
Table VI. We refer to this scenario as the high-pT scenario.
The resulting significance for the high-pT scenario is
shown in Fig. 12.
As can be seen, for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb1
we still have no sensitivity in 0231. But now for an inte-
grated luminosity of 300 fb1, we can probe couplings
down to 0.19, well below the experimental bound of 1.5
(cf. Table I), where now m~bL ¼ 830 GeV in SPS1b. For an
integrated luminosity of 1000 fb1 we can probe couplings
down to 0.11.
The influence of systematic errors in the background
cross section on our sensitivity is small. Varying the ttþ j
cross section by þ10% ( 10%) changes the asymmetry
by roughly 9% (þ 11%). Varying the b bþW þ jets
cross section by 10% only effects the asymmetry by
1:6% for SPS1a0 with 0231 ¼ 0:3 and by 1:2% for the
high-pT scenario with 
0
231 ¼ 0:3. Yet, detector effects
resulting in an error on the observed charge asymmetry
are a problem. Misalignment in the detector can lead to a
difference in the pT measurement of positive and negative
leptons, respectively. This will lead to an observed, effec-
tive charge asymmetry after a cut on the lepton pT [84]. An
analysis of this must be performed by the experimentalists
and is well beyond the scope of this paper.
For SPS1a0 with 0231 ¼ 0:3, a simulated detector based
charge asymmetry of 0.66% leads to an asymmetry of the tt
background of the same size as that of the signal. For the
special case chosen with high-pT leptons in the final
state, i.e. the high-pT scenario with 
0
231 ¼ 0:3, a simulated
asymmetry of 0.89% would lead to the same effect.
Therefore, a higher pT cut is less sensitive to systematic
errors, due to the high-pT cut effecting the tt background.
V. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSION
Supersymmetry with the discrete symmetry baryon
triality (B3) leads to different signatures at (hadron) col-
FIG. 11. Same as for Fig. 10, but for the parameter set SPS1b
with lepton pT 	 70 GeV.
TABLE VI. Relevant branching ratios for the high-pT scenario for different couplings 
0
231.
The scenario is described in the text.
0231 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
Brð ~
 ! tþ dÞ 0.0% 23.7% 55.4% 73.6% 83.2%
Brð ~
 ! 
 þ ~01Þ 100% 76.3% 44.6% 26.4% 16.8%
FIG. 12. Same as for Fig. 10, but for the high-pT scenario and
with lepton pT 	 120 GeV. The scenario is described in the text.
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liders than conventional, proton hexality (or R-parity) con-
serving supersymmetry. In this paper, we have investigated
single charged slepton production due to the B3 couplings
0i3k. These couplings are special, because for resonant
charged slepton production they require an incoming top
quark, which is not available. Instead, single charged slep-
ton production must proceed via associated production
with a final-state top quark. In Sec. II, we have computed
the cross section for the Tevatron and the LHC assuming
0i3k ¼ 0:1. At the Tevatron we obtain a sizable cross
section only for slepton masses below about 200 GeV. At
the LHCwe have a sizable cross section, greater than about
10 fb, up to about 800 GeV in slepton mass; cf. Fig. 3. It
should be kept in mind that the resonant sneutrino pro-
duction via the same coupling is substantially larger; see
Figs. 4 and 5. However, the signature is not necessarily as
promising, depending on the nature of the LSP and the
dominant sneutrino decay mode. We furthermore showed
that the QCD scale uncertainties in the predictions for the
associated charged slepton production cross sections are
quite large (see Fig. 6 and 7), and therefore a NLO calcu-
lation is called for in the future.
Next we classified the possible signatures of associated
slepton production with a top quark at the LHC for a neu-
tralino or a stau LSP. We found several promising cases. In
Sec. IV, we then analyzed the specific case of a dominant
0231 or 
0
131 coupling and a neutralino LSP. As the decisive
observable, we propose the lepton charge asymmetry at the
LHC, which stems from the different parton luminosities
involved. We then analyzed the SM background in detail,
which stems mainly from ttþ j production, followed by
the leptonic decays of one of the top quarks. We proposed a
set of cuts and showed that slepton masses up to 350 GeV
can be explored at the LHC depending on the scenario; see
Figs. 10–12.
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